Full Text Superzone of Message

1. (["Vesti" newscast presented by Tatyana Khubodina; reception good; figures in parentheses indicate time in mins/secs since start of program]

2. 1. (0030) News headlines

3. 2. (0130) Yeltsin meets leaders of Russian industrial lobby. (cov itare)

4. 3. (0213) Report over video on Chernomyrdin's meeting with St. Petersburg intelligentsia. (cov itare)

5. 4. (0230) Video report by Dadyko on news conference by Fedotov.

6. 5. (0350) Russian parliament examines issues related to referendum and other matters.

7. 6. (0523) Reporter Kandiashvili in his latest dispatch said the Abkhazians are shelling Sukhumi. Video report by Kandiashvili on Georgia refuting Russia's claim that its citizens are being humiliated in Abkhazia.

8. 7. (0640) Round up over archive video by Taki on situation in the Caucasus 'hot spots' -- Karabakh and Abkhazia. (cov yerevan radio, itare)


10. 9. (0958) Video report by Yakovlev on CSCE representative visiting Riga. (cov lat1)

11. 10. (0900) Foreign news digest over agencies' videos.

12. 11. (1002) Paris Club consultations on Russia's debt.

13. 12. (1040) Video report by Gurnov from London on underwater fiberglass telephone cable laid to enable Russia to join the international telephone network. (proc)

14. 13. (1150) Video report by Zinenko from Sweden on a shop that caters to practical jokers.

15. 14. (1305) Video report by Balabanov on launch of the new business magazine for CIS countries which is published in Austria.

16. 15. (1400) Briefing in Moscow about prostitution racket.

17. 16. (1500) Elections of Moscow mayor to be financed from the budget.

18. 17. (1533) Video report by Sarbaa on news conference devoted to upcoming Moscow air show to be held in Zhukovskiy.

19. 18. (1620) Video report by Dadyko on flying saucer over Moscow suburb -- April Fool hoax item.

20. 19. (1703) BBC correspondent in Moscow Angus Roxburgh’s video report on plans for Lenin's body to be removed from the mausoleum and preserved in a space craft -- April Fool's joke.

21. 20. (1825) Commercial ads
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